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Abstract: A combination of the aggregation-volume-bias and configurational-bias Monte Carlo algorithms
and the umbrella sampling technique was applied to investigate two different binary vapor-liquid nucleation
systems: water/ethanol and water/n-nonane. The simulations are able to reproduce the different nonideal
nucleation behavior observed experimentally for these two systems, i.e., the mutual enhancement of
nucleation rates for water/ethanol mixtures and the two-pathway nucleation for water/n-nonane mixtures.
Structural analysis provides microscopic explanations for the observed nucleation behavior. In particular,
the simulations show a large and size-dependent surface enrichment of ethanol in the water/ethanol droplets,
which confirms the previous experimental interpretation for this system. The immiscibility observed even
for small water/n-nonane clusters causes the two-pathway nucleation mechanism.

1. Introduction

Understanding binary nucleation is a first step toward the
goal of explaining multicomponent nucleation that plays a
critical role in many processes of atmospheric, environmental,
and technological importance. In particular, binary mixtures
consisting of water/alcohol,1 water/alkane,2 alcohol/alkane,3 or
short and long alcohols or alkanes1a,4 have been the focus of
many experimental investigations. Using sophisticated tech-
niques, these experiments have provided data on the depend-
encies of binary nucleation rates on temperature, vapor pressure,
and vapor composition. An important conclusion has emerged
from the experimental studies, namely that the classical
nucleation theory (CNT),5 which is based on the so-called
capillary approximation and has been satisfactorily applied to
numerous one-component systems, is incapable of describing
the nucleation behavior for many binary systems. For some

nonideal mixtures, such as water/alcohol systems, CNT can even
produce unphysical results.1c,6 Using density functional theory
(DFT),6 it has been demonstrated that the deficiency of CNT
arises from the fact that it fails to predict the differences in
composition between the critical nucleus and the bulk liquid.
This deficiency can lead to negative aggregation numbers for
the surface active species and a prediction of decreasing
nucleation rates with increasing partial pressure in violation of
the nucleation theorem.6 By incorporating an explicit description
of the composition, the DFT approach is able to yield results
that are thermodynamically consistent, but its solution obtained
for a given model is only approximate, and sometimes the
underlying model is too simple (e.g., a single Lennard-Jones
interaction site) to allow direct comparison with experiments.
In contrast, particle-based simulations are a more convenient
tool since the solution should be exact for a given model and
more complex force fields (e.g., articulated multisite models
with separate terms representing first-order electrostatic and
dispersive interactions) can be employed. However, previous
simulation studies for binary nucleation have concentrated on
simple model systems.7 The structural insights obtained from
the simulations can also be used to interpret the experimental
data and to understand the shortcomings of CNT and other
nucleation theories.

In this work, we report on a direct simulation study for two
binary vapor-liquid nucleation systems: water/ethanol and
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water/n-nonane. These systems were selected because of their
distinct nonideal nucleation behavior. The former exhibits a
mutual nucleation enhancement,1c whereas the latter shows a
two-pathway nucleation phenomenon.2

2. Simulation Details

The common task for simulations of nucleation behavior is
to compute the nucleation free energy,∆G(n1, n2), as function
of cluster size and composition up to a size slightly larger than
the critical nucleus or, equivalently, the cluster size distribution,
P(n1, n2) ) exp[-∆G(n1, n2)/kBT]. The simulation methodology
employed here allows very efficient calculations of these
equilibrium cluster properties using a combination of the
aggregation-volume-bias Monte Carlo algorithm (AVBMC),8

the configurational-bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) method,9 and the
umbrella sampling technique.10 Compared to conventional
simulation approaches, it has the following advantages.11 First,
efficient sampling of cluster growth and shrinkage can be
achieved through AVBMC swap moves which target displace-
ments that allow particles to move in or out of the aggregation
region of the cluster. Compared to the unbiased translation move
used in the conventional Metropolis Monte Carlo scheme,12 the
AVBMC swap move is able to balance energetic and entropic
factors exhibited by monomers and clusters since both Boltz-
mann weight (energetic factor) and accessible volume (entropic
factor) are taken into account in the transition probability of
this move. Furthermore, the AVBMC scheme can be used in
conjunction with CBMC growth strategies9 to allow for efficient
swaps of molecules with articulated structures. Once it is
possible to expediently sample cluster growth and shrinkage, it
becomes possible to single out one cluster from the entire system
and turn a global problem into a local one by utilizing the
equivalence between the cluster-size distribution of the entire
system and the size distribution of the selected cluster. This
significantly reduces the size of the system required for the
simulation and also allows for a straightforward implementation
of the umbrella sampling technique.10 To improve the statistics,
the umbrella potential can be chosen in a way that produces a
nearly uniform size distribution for the selected cluster.11

For computational efficiency, the grand-canonical version of
the nucleation algorithm11 was used here in which the interac-
tions between the selected cluster and the gas phase are
neglected. As demonstrated previously,11b this is a valid
approximation for the low-temperature, low-density cases of
interest in this work. Since the water, alcohol, and alkane
molecules are represented by multisite models, an energy-based
cluster criterion was employed.11bA cluster is defined as a group
of molecules of which every molecule has at least one neighbor
in the group with an interaction energy below (i.e., more
favorable) a threshold pair energyUcl. A negative threshold
energy close in magnitude to the simulation temperature was

employed for all pairs of like or unlike molecules except for
the water/n-nonane pair for whichUcl ) -30 K was used.

In all calculations, ethanol andn-nonane were modeled by
the TraPPE-UA force field.13 The popular TIP4P model14 was
used for water. For comparison to experiments,1c,2asimulations
were carried out atT ) 260 K for the water/ethanol system
and 230 K for the water/n-nonane system.

3. Simulation Results and Discussions

3. A. Water/Ethanol Mixtures. Plotted in Figure 1 are the
contours of the two-dimensional nucleation free energy as a
function of the number of water and ethanol molecules
calculated from a simulation atnv

water ) nv
ethanol ) 1.54 ×

10-7 Å-3 (the gas-phase activities are specified in terms ofnv,
the number density of the ideal gas phase). The nucleation free
energy profile for the water/ethanol mixture exhibits only one
saddle point, thereby demonstrating that water and ethanol are
“miscible” in the critical nucleus.

Figure 2 displays various combinations of onset activities for
the vapor-liquid nucleation of the binary mixture of water and
ethanol. These onset activities are normalized by the activities
of neat water and neat ethanol vapors and correspond either to
a constant nucleation rate of 107 cm-3 s-1 as measured
experimentally1c or predicted by CNT1c or to a constant
nucleation barrier height of 43kBT as calculated from the
simulations. It should be noted that the nucleation rate is mainly
determined by the nucleation barrier and that the preexponential
factor depends only weakly on the vapor-phase activities.5c As
is evident from this figure, both the experimental and simulation
data show that nucleation of the water/ethanol mixture occurs
at much lower activities than expected for an ideal mixture (for
which the reduced onset activities simply fall on a straight line
and sum to unity). These lower onset activities signal mutual
enhancement of the nucleation for this mixture. By contrast,
CNT predicts very different results. In particular, the use of the
Gibbs-Thomson relations yields a “bulk” cluster composition
that is very water rich1c or might even contain negative numbers
of ethanol molecules.6c Water-rich clusters are characterized by
larger surface tensions which in turn lead to lower nucleation
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Figure 1. Contours of the two-dimensional nucleation free energy as a
function of the number of water and ethanol molecules calculated from the
simulation atnv

water) nv
ethanol) 1.54× 10-7 Å-3. The solid line denotes the

average composition of the vapor phase.
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rates and higher critical onset activities. Much better agreement
with experimental nucleation rates for the water/ethanol case
can be achieved with the use of microscopic cluster models
which explicitly account for differences in the interior and
surface composition of the cluster.1c,15

The agreement between the experiments1c and the simulations
also extends to the size and composition of the critical clusters
(see Figure 3). Both indicate that the size and composition of
the critical nuclei evolve in a nonlinear way as function of the
normalized activity fraction,fethanol ) (aethanol/aethanol

0)/(awater/
awater

0 + aethanol/aethanol
0)1c. This nonideal behavior seems to arise

mainly from the nearly constant number of water molecules in
the critical cluster extending from pure water tofethanol≈ 0.8. It

is noteworthy that both experiment and simulation indicate the
unexpected existence of a slight maximum in the number of
water molecules and the overall size of the critical nucleus at
high fethanol(of about 0.6 and 0.8, respectively). In contrast, the
number of ethanol molecules increases in a more steady fashion
with increasing normalized activity fraction, albeit the simula-
tions show a substantial jump in the number of ethanol
molecules for very high ethanol concentrations. An important
outcome of the peculiar behavior of the number of water
molecules with increasingfethanol is that for water-rich vapors
the critical nuclei are enriched in ethanol (compared to an ideal
mixture), whereas the clusters are enriched with water for
equimolar and ethanol-rich vapors (see also Figure 1). As
discussed above, the failure of CNT can be traced back to the
fact that CNT yields cluster compositions that are extremely
water rich up tofethanol≈ 0.8.1b,6

Although the cluster sizes and compositions predicted by the
simulations follow the same general behavior as those obtained
in the experimental results, the sizes of the critical nuclei found
in the simulations are about 50% larger, and the partial ethanol
concentrations of the nuclei are lower in the simulations (with
the exception offethanol ) 0.947). These discrepancies can be
attributed to shortcomings of the nonpolarizable force fields used
in this work. For example, they are known to slightly under-
predict the air-water partitioning of primary alcohols16a,band
underestimate the mutual solubilities of water and 1-butanol.16c

Although CNT assumes that the critical cluster is uniform in
composition, it is well-known that nonideal mixtures, such as
water/ethanol, show substantial composition inhomogeneities
near surfaces.17 Allowing for different compositions of the
surface layer and the interior of the critical nucleus and taking
into account that the size of the critical nucleus increases with
fethanol, the explicit cluster model also yields ethanol enrichment
for water-rich vapors and vice versa.1c A snapshot of a critical
nucleus immediately shows that surface enrichment is also an
important feature for small clusters (see Figure 4). Analysis of
radial density profiles of clusters with aggregation numbers close
((2 molecules) to the critical size allows further microscopic-
level information to be obtained from the simulations (see Figure
5). With the exception offethanol ) 0.947, the radial density
profiles appear to be remarkably similar and share many
common features. First, as expected, there is a substantial surface
excess of ethanol even for cases where the overall composition
of the cluster is enriched in water. Second, the staggering of
the ethanol oxygen and carbon densities indicates that the
ethanol molecules are oriented with their polar moiety pointing
toward the interior of the cluster and their alkyl tail toward the
exterior (also evident atfethanol) 0.947). Third, up tofethanol≈
0.8 the interior part (r < 5 Å) of the clusters is almost
exclusively occupied by water, irrespective of the overall cluster
composition. The water density begins to decrease aroundr )
6 Å for all three cases. In contrast, the peak heights and widths
for the ethanol peaks increase withfethanol(but it should be noted
that droplet shape fluctuations contribute to the interfacial
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Figure 2. Reduced onset activities for binary nucleation of water/ethanol
mixtures at 260 K. The experimental data (dotted line and diamonds) and
the CNT predictions (dashed line)1c are for a constant nucleation rate of
107 cm-3 s-1, whereas the simulation data (solid line and circles) are for a
constant barrier height of 43kBT.

Figure 3. Molecular content of critical nuclei as function of normalized
activity fraction of ethanol calculated from the simulation (top) and
interpreted from the experimental data (bottom).2c The critical cluster size
and the number of water and ethanol molecules in the nuclei are represented
by circles, squares, and diamonds, respectively.
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structure obtained from the radial density profiles). Thus, the
picture that emerges from the simulations forfethanol < 0.8 is
that of a well-preserved water core (viz. the relatively constant
number of water molecules in the critical nucleus, see Figure
3) surrounded by a changing ethanol-rich corona. In contrast,
the simulation at the highest ethanol concentration (fethanol )
0.947) demonstrates that the water core eventually vanishes and
a relatively homogeneous distribution of water and ethanol is
found in the cluster interior (r < 10 Å). This microscopic picture
differs from the predictions of the explicit cluster model which
yields substantial ethanol concentrations in the interior of the
critical nucleus, e.g.,xethanol

interior ≈ 0.2 for fethanol ) 0.7761c.

Similarly, DFT calculations for Lennard-Jones mixtures with
their unlike interactions modified to mimic water/alcohol
mixtures, point toward a substantial concentration of the surface-
active species in the interior of the critical nucleus.6c On the
other hand, the structural results from this work are in general
agreement with previous molecular dynamics simulations on
small water/ethanol clusters with fixed composition (53 water
and 7 ethanol molecules).18 Nevertheless, there is agreement
among the explicit cluster model, the DFT calculations, and
the particle-based simulations that the compositions of the
critical water/ethanol nuclei are inhomogeneous with substantial
ethanol enrichment at the surfaces. The importance of organic
surface layers for atmospheric nucleation and evolution has
recently been emphasized.19

Regarding the mutual enhancement of nucleation rates for
water/ethanol mixtures, the above structural findings provide a
straightforward explanation, that is, enrichment of ethanol
molecules lowers the surface tension and correspondingly the
surface free energy. As shown by simulations for water/
1-butanol mixtures using the same force fields as in the present
work, the surface tension at the infinitely planar air-aqueous
phase interface decreases by nearly 35% upon saturation with
1-butanol.16c Both water and alcohol benefit from the surface
enrichment observed at the curved surface of the critical nuclei
(this work) or at the infinitely planar surface.16c Hydrogen-bond
analysis (using the criteria:rOH < 2.5 Å and-1 < cosθOH‚‚‚O

< - 0.416c) reveals significant increases of the average numbers
of hydrogen bonds per molecule for the water/ethanol clusters.
For water, it increases from 3.2 for the critical nucleus of pure
water to 3.6 for the critical nucleus atfethanol) 0.465, whereas
for ethanol, it increases from 2.0 for the pure ethanol cluster to
2.2 at fethanol ) 0.465. The large increase of the number of
hydrogen bonds for water is due to the decrease of the free
hydrogen donors of surface water that are satisfied by the excess
hydrogen-bond acceptors of ethanol. This, on the other hand,
also leads to a gain of the number of hydrogen bonds for ethanol
(note that an average number greater than two implies that
ethanol molecules often accept more than one hydrogen bond).
Furthermore, ethanol molecules preferentially act as hydrogen-
bond donor for another ethanol molecule (see Figure 4), another
sign for the microheterogeneity of the water/ethanol clusters.

Since the critical cluster dominates the nucleation rate, it is
the focus of most experimental and theoretical investigations
of nucleation behavior. However, the simulations described here
sample the entire spectrum of cluster sizes from monomer to
the critical nucleus. Thus, the simulations allow us to provide
additional insight on the properties of pre-critical clusters.
Snapshots of some pre-critical clusters (see Figure 4) give a
first indication that the composition of the pre-critical clusters
changes with cluster size. A similar picture emerges from the
nucleation free energy surface shown in Figure 1, that the initial
growth path is skewed toward ethanol-enriched clusters followed
by a kink in the path that leads to water-enriched clusters before
reaching the critical nucleus. A more quantitative picture can
be obtained from calculations of the average cluster composition
as a function of its size (see Figure 6). Irrespective offethanol,
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Figure 4. Snapshots of pre-critical clusters (containing a total of 10, 25,
or 50 molecules) and the critical nucleus (75 molecules) for the water/
ethanol mixture atnv

water ) nv
ethanol ) 1.54 × 10-7 Å-3. Color notation:

hydrogen (white), water oxygen (red), ethanol oxygen (blue), and alkyl tail
(green stick).

Figure 5. Radial number density profiles for the water oxygen atoms (solid
lines), the ethanol oxygen atoms (dashed lines), and the ethanol carbon
atoms (dotted lines) averaged over near-critical clusters taken from the
simulations for normalized ethanol fractions of 0.224 (top), 0.465, 0.776,
and 0.947 (bottom).
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all growing clusters show initial enrichment in ethanol with a
sharp and pronounced maximum for clusters with a total
aggregation number of 5. Thereafter, the ethanol concentration
decreases and reaches a plateau around the critical cluster size.

3. B. Water/Nonane Mixtures. In recent experimental
studies2 it was found that the nucleation rates for supersaturated
water/n-nonane vapors differ qualitatively from those of water/
alcohol mixtures including those containing long-chain alcohols
with bulk miscibility gap.1d These experimental results indicate
two-pathway nucleation for the water/n-nonane mixtures.2 While
the simulations demonstrate that water and ethanol are “mis-
cible” in the critical nucleus by showing one saddle point in
the nucleation free energy profile (see Figure 1), water and
n-nonane are immiscible in all combinations of gas-phase
activities. Plotted in Figure 7 are the contours of the two-
dimensional nucleation free energy as a function of the number
of water andn-nonane molecules calculated from the simulation
at nv ) 3.85× 10-8 Å-3 for water andnv ) 1.31× 10-7 Å-3

for n-nonane. It is evident that two saddle points located on the
unary axes are present, each of which represents a separate
nucleation path. The critical cluster sizes corresponding to the
two saddle points differ markedly, i.e., the critical nucleus

observed for pure water contains about twice as many molecules
as the critical nucleus for puren-nonane.

In Figure 8, the critical onset activities for water/n-nonane
mixtures obtained from experiment,2a the nucleation theorem
for immiscible binary fluids,20 and simulation are compared.
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andnv0

2 ) 1.31× 10-7 Å-3 for n-nonane was used to determine the free
energy profiles at other sets of gas-phase activities as follows:∆Gnv

1,nv
2(i1,

i2) ) ∆Gnv0
1,nv0

2(i1, i2) + i1 × kBT ln(nv
1/nv0

1) + i2 × kBT ln(nv
2/nv0

2).8a,22
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Figure 6. Average ethanol mole fractions versus cluster size. Results for
nucleation at normalized ethanol fractions of 0.224, 0.465, 0.776, and 0.947
are depicted as solid, dashed, dotted, and dashed-dotted lines. The
compositions of the critical nuclei are emphasized by filled circles.

Figure 7. Contours of the two-dimensional nucleation free energy surface
as a function of the number of water andn-nonane molecules calculated
from the simulation atnv ) 3.85× 10-8 Å-3 for water andnv ) 1.31×
10-7 Å-3 for n-nonane. Shown in the inset are the one-dimensional
nucleation free energy barriers for pure water (solid line) and puren-nonane
(dotted line) clusters.

Figure 8. Reduced onset activities for binary nucleation of water/n-nonane
mixtures at 230 K. The experimental data (circles) and the nucleation
theorem predictions (dashed line)2a,20are for a constant nucleation rate of
107 cm-3 s-1, whereas the simulation data (solid line) are for a combined
constant barrier height of 43kBT.21

Figure 9. Distributions of the composition of the critical nuclei (top, shown
as histograms and normalized separately for water- or nonane-rich droplets)
and small pre-critical clusters (bottom, shown as lines and normalized for
all nuclei with the same size) containing 5 (solid), 10 (dashed), and 15
(dotted) molecules as function ofδ ) nwater- nnonanefor nucleation of water/
n-nonane vapors atfnonane) 0.5.
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Agreement is very satisfactory. The line of critical onset
activities shows two straight parts which are connected by a
small region with large curvature located at a normalized
n-nonane fractionfnonane) 0.5. Since the straight parts are nearly
parallel to the axis system, it can be concluded that only one
of the two separate nucleation pathways contributes to the
overall nucleation behavior. The large curvature region corre-
sponds to sudden changes in the composition of the critical
nuclei.20 The simulations allow us to unambiguously answer
the question whether partial miscibility plays a role at the large
curvature region or whether two kinds of pure critical nuclei
are prevalent. Cluster composition distributions calculated for
the critical nuclei and some pre-critical clusters at the large-
curvature region are shown in Figure 9. These composition
profiles show clearly that a mixture of pure critical nuclei is
present at the large-curvature region. In addition, even very small
pre-critical clusters show a distinct bimodal distribution atfnonane

) 0.5. This is also reflected in the nucleation free energy surface
which shows a steep incline along a path of equimolar cluster
composition (see Figure 7). The asymmetry in the probabilities
for the small water- and nonane-rich clusters is caused by the
differences in the steepness of the nucleation free energy
pathways for either water- or nonane-rich clusters (see inset of
Figure 7).

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, a combination of the aggregation-volume-bias

Monte Carlo algorithm, the configurational-bias Monte Carlo
algorithm, and the umbrella sampling technique was applied to
investigate two different binary vapor-liquid nucleation sys-
tems: water/ethanol and water/n-nonane. These simulations have
reproduced the different nucleation behavior found by the
experiments for these two systems,1,2 i.e., the mutual enhance-
ment for nucleation of the water/ethanol vapors and the two-
pathway nucleation of the water/n-nonane vapors. Structural
analysis reveals that the formation of an ethanol-enriched surface
region is responsible for the observed mutual enhancement and
also the shortcomings of the CNT predictions for the water/
ethanol system. For the water/n-nonane mixture, the microscopic
immiscibility observed for the critical nuclei is the origin for
the two-pathway nucleation mechanism.
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